The Someday Jar

Fans of Sophie Kinsella and the Shopaholic
series will fall in love withLanie
Howardyoung, fabulous, and desperate to
transform her lifein this funny, quirky, and
endearing story about finding perfect
happiness in lifes most imperfect
moments.WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU
LEMON-DROP MARTINIS...Real-estate
broker Lanie Howard figures she has the
perfect man, the perfect job, and the perfect
life. Then she stumbles across her old
Someday Jar, the forgotten glass relic
where she stashed all the childhood
wishesno matter how crazythat her father
encouraged her to write down on the backs
of Chinese restaurant fortunes. She used to
be fun once! What happened to her?DONT
CHOKE ON THE RIND.Although Lanie is
wary of uncorking her past, when an
attractive stranger saves her from a
life-or-death encounter with a lemon peel
at the bottom of a martini glass, she
realizes that life is way too short for
regrets. Now, jar in hand, Lanie decides to
throw caution to the wind, and carry out
everything she had once hoped to do, even
if it means leaving her perfectly perfect life
behind

I did 2 day prime and I was very disappointed. This item did not arrive with 2 day prime it took 5 days. :( I needed it for
my kids birthday party and had to I did 2The Someday Jar has 1129 ratings and 203 reviews. Kelly said: I found this to
be an easy read that had me laughing out loud, sharing quotes with friendsThen she stumbles across her old Someday
Jar, the forgotten glass relic where she stashed all the childhood wishesno matter how crazythat her father7 quotes from
The Someday Jar: You know, Ive learned that you cant make someone love you. All you can do is stalk them, hope they
panic, and give in.Best books like The Someday Jar : #1 Something New #2 The Travelling Tea Shop #3 Wedding Girl
#4 Second Chance Friends #5 Blame It on Paris #6 TheBuy a cheap copy of The Someday Jar book by Allison Morgan.
Free shipping over $10.The Someday Jar by Allison Morgan - book cover, description, publication history. The
Someday Jar by Allison Morgan provided the perfect balance of humor, romance and whimsy all tied up with a thought
provoking There is the usual supportive BFF and in this case the complication of the Someday Jar, a jar Lanie started
long ago containing folded up slipsReal estate broker Lanie Howard figures she has the perfect man, the perfect job, and
the perfect life. Then she stumbles across her old Someday Jar, the Today, were also sharing the review for The
Someday Jar, a sweet and summer perfect tale about Lanie Howard, a real estate broker whoOnline shopping from a
great selection at The Someday Jar Store.The Someday Jar - Ebook written by Allison Morgan. Read this book using
Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offlineCreator: Morgan, Allison,author.
Edition: Berkley trade paperback edition. Publisher: New York :Berkley Books,2015. Format: Books. Physical
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Description: 343 - Buy The Someday Jar book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read The Someday Jar book
reviews & author details and more atthe Someday Jar. Fans will fall in love with Lanie Howardyoung, fabulous, and
desperate to transform her lifein this funny, quirky, and endearing story about
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